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Government Anyone? for $100 

The form of government in which 

those who rule cannot be held 

responsible to the will of the people. 



 Government Anyone?  

for $100 

What is a 

dictatorship? 



Government Anyone?  

for $200 

 

Population, democracy, territory,  

government –  

This one is NOT a feature of all the 

states in today's world  



Government Anyone?  

for $200 

What is democracy? 



Government Anyone?  

for $300 

Those things a government 

decides to do.  



Government Anyone?  

for $300 

What is public 

policy? 



Government Anyone?  

for $400 

The effort to control or 

influence the conduct 

of government. (Where’s the party?)  



Government Anyone?  

for $400 

What is 

politics? 



Government Anyone?  

for $500 

Four factors that 

define a “State.” 



Government Anyone?  

for $500 

What are population, 

territory, government, 

and sovereignty? 



Rebellious Patriots for $100 

The concept that government is 

restricted in what it may do, and 

each individual has certain rights 

that government cannot take 

away. 



Rebellious Patriots for $100 

What is limited 

government? 



Rebellious Patriots for $200 

TJ’s two sources of inspiration 

when he wrote the Declaration 

of Independence. 



Rebellious Patriots for $200 

Who are John Locke 

and Thomas Paine? 



Rebellious Patriots for $300 

This “joining of several 

groups for a common 

purpose” form of 

government is not as close 

knit as a Republic. 



Rebellious Patriots for $300 

What is a confederation? 



Rebellious Patriots for $400 

Framers’ deal that established 

two houses of Congress – a 

senate where the States would be 

represented equally and a House 

of Representatives based on 

population. 



Rebellious Patriots for $400 

What is the Great 

(Connecticut) 

Compromise? 



Rebellious Patriots for $500 

The Constitution is based on this 

concept which means the people 

rule and government can only exist 

with the consent of the governed.  



Rebellious Patriots for $500 

What is popular sovereignty? 



A Bundle of Compromises for $100 

The form of democracy 

practiced in the United States.  

 



A Bundle of Compromises for $100 

What is representative 

democracy? 



A Bundle of Compromises for $200 

The section of the 

Constitution that states  

why it was written.  



A Bundle of Compromises for $200 

What is the Preamble? 



A Bundle of Compromises for $300 

Protects individual rights 

such as freedom of speech 

and rights of the accused. 



A Bundle of Compromises for $300 

What is the Bill of 

Rights? 



A Bundle of Compromises for $400 

This article includes the 

Supremacy Clause. 
 



A Bundle of Compromises for $400 

What is Article VI 

(6)? 
 



A Bundle of Compromises for $500 

Article III does not mention this 

power – the power of the courts to 

determine whether laws or actions 

of government are constitutional.  
 



A Bundle of Compromises for $500 

What is judicial 

review? 



Federalism for $100 

The Federal system of 

government divides 

powers between these 

parties.  



Federalism for $100 

What are the 

States and the 

National 

Government? 



Federalism for $200 

The powers of the 

national government 

granted by the 

Constitution are known 

as these.  



Federalism for $200 

What are delegated 

(expressed) 

powers? 



Federalism for $300 

A bank robber is arrested in New 

York and returned to Virginia 

where the crime took place. 



Federalism for $300 

What is extradition? 



Federalism for $400 

An agreement between 

Maryland and Virginia to 

share the water resources of 

the Potomac River. 



Federalism for $400 

What is an interstate 

compact? 



Federalism for $500 

The power to define crimes 

and punishments. 
 



Federalism for $500 

What is a 

concurrent 

power? 
 



Bad plays on words for $100 

This type of government 

would allow Saddam 

Hussein to drive a car 

forcefully. 



Bad plays on words for $100 

What is an auto-cracy? 



Bad plays on words for $200 

God told me to go north and then 

turn east to arrive at this origin of 

the state theory. 
 



Bad plays on words for $200 

What is divine right? 



Bad plays on words for $300 

I live in Maryland but I can 

drive to Virginia to use my Visa 

card to buy a religious bumper 

sticker that covers the entire 

trunk of my car.  



Bad plays on words for $300 

What is Full Faith 

and Credit? 



Bad plays on words for $400 

A $50 bill that can only be 

used to buy tater tots at 

school. 



Bad plays on words for $400 

What is a categorical 

Grant? 



Bad plays on words for $500 

When Thomas Jefferson 

of Virginia goes to 

California, he still gets to 

sit in the front row of the 

movie theater and get a 

hepatitis shot. 
 



Bad plays on words for $500 

What is the 

Privileges and 

Immunities 

Clause? 



Final Jeopardy -  

The only State admitted to the 

Union that was carved out of the 

territory of another State without 

that State’s permission 

New States -  



Final Jeopardy Answer 

What is West 

Virginia? 


